The Center for Teaching Excellence will provide instructional design consultations for faculty to support teaching excellence for synchronous and asynchronous learning environments (F2F and online) across IUP through meaningful implementation of technology into teaching practices.

**Faculty 1:1 Consultations**

Consultations offered on the following topics:

- Instructional Design Implementation Strategies
- Work collaboratively to design, develop, revise and evaluate courses

**Faculty Training Workshops**

Focused on Content Pedagogy

Workshops will be offered at varying times throughout the semester.

**D2L Pedagogical Support**

- How to get started with D2L course design
- How to integrate D2L tools into course design
- Connecting D2L tools with content pedagogy

To request services, submit an iHelp ticket [ihelp.iup.edu](http://ihelp.iup.edu)

---

Services *not* supported by CTE

- Full course builds and redesigns
- Copying courses *(demonstrations can be provided for faculty to complete individually)*
- Incorporating third party integrations
- Building gradebooks, discussion forums, etc. *(demonstrations can be provided for faculty to completed individually)*

---
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